Sculpture scavenger hunt!

Michelangelo Morris has a quest for you. Amidst the trees and shrubs, flowers and fountains, buildings and bridges are sculptures. Use the clues below to find 10 of these sculptures around the Arboretum and their identifying plaques. Write down the letter you find on the plaques to solve the puzzle and claim your prize!

Use the Arboretum Visitor Guide to help show you the way. Good luck! Have fun!

What letter did you find?

High on a hill where the winds flow
Between the great oak and the ginkgo
Stands stainless steel all a gleam
Reflecting the sun’s brilliant beams.

Sculpture __________________________

At the bottom of the Holly Slope
Quite out of view
This column-like figure
Is hiding from you.

Sculpture __________________________

Far down the oak path you can wander
And there’ll be a bench to sit and ponder
What attaches those metal rails?

Sculpture __________________________

Brother and sister
We planted with care
And now are remembered
For the gift we have shared.

Sculpture __________________________

This heart does not bleed
And does not contain seed
It’s located near Hillcrest, you will discern
Step up and give it a gentle turn.

Sculpture __________________________

Where does it begin? Where does it end?
This circle of bronze that twists and bends
Above the water, above the stairs
Find calm and peace, and a place without cares.

Sculpture __________________________

Above the grotto in a house of stone
Sits a boy quite all alone
Notice the wings upon his feet
His way of flying can’t be beat.

Sculpture __________________________

Meander by the garden ravine
And a regal woman can be seen
Her land may be an ocean away
Lucky for us she’s here to stay.

Sculpture __________________________

Croak! Croak! Sounds a voice bass and deep
Where is that frog? Where did he leap?
Look through the bamboo, look in the shade
Maybe you’ll find this beast in the glade.

Sculpture __________________________

In a chapel-like setting
This gentle soul rests
Along the winding creek
Awaiting his animal guests

Sculpture __________________________

Unscramble the letters you’ve collected to name the largest piece of Art/Architecture in the garden.

Hint: Squirrels like it too!

_______ _______ _______ _______